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Introduction / Background
As the S-100 /  S-122 standards near completion, it is necessary to consider how MPAs will 
be depicted on electronic mapping and data systems.  Anthropocene Institute (AnthInst) as

part of their Marine Managed Area mapping project (http://protectedseas.net/mpa-mapping/) 
has been generating a comprehensive database of US protected and managed areas in a 
format amenable to S-122 conversion.

As part of their MPA mapping work, they have created an online, interactive map targeted 
to the general public to provide easy discovery and search of areas.  This map was used as
a jumping-off point to explore MPA depiction variations targeted specifically at electronic 
charting displays.  

Analysis/Discussion
The initial AnthInst map design uses shaded polygons to depict MPA boundaries with the 
shade color and color depth indicating the overall level of take restrictions as shown in 
Image 1.  Red areas indicate no take and/or no entry – the most restrictive categories.  
Blue areas contain at least some gear or species restrictions without curtailing all 
extraction activities.

Image 1: AnthInst Public Web Depiction of MPA Areas

Based on NIPWG committee feedback on this base design, a second variation was 
produced.  Specifically, the following changes were made:

1. All blue shaded areas were changed to a green outline with no fill to reduce chart 
clutter.  Red, no-take areas were changed to use a mostly-transparent hatch fill 
while no entry areas use an icon fill based on NOAA Chart 1 for no entry.

2. At low zoom levels, green boundaries are depicted with simple lines as shown in 
Image 2 – which is consistent with current S-57 charting conventions for less critical
boundaries.

3. Because there can be significant, complex interactions between overlapping zones 
at higher zoom levels, the boundaries are shown via 'T' lines which conveys a sense



of which direction is 'into' the area which is very helpful when the entire area is not 
in view due to zoom as shown in Image 3

An interactive version of the Hawaii Marine Managed Areas in this new display format is 

available at: https://mpa.protectedseas.net/north-america/iho

Image 2: Low Zoom with MPAs shown using simple red and green lines with light red
hatching for no-take areas.

Image 3: High Zoom.  MPA boundaries are shown using T lines to help indicate the
directionality of the area relative to the boundary
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AnthInst also developed a standardised set of attribute data and its display for each MPA 
as shown in Image 4. The core elements being:

1. MPA Name
2. MPA Managing Authority
3. MPA Purpose Statement
4. MPA Restrictions Summary
5. MPA Exceptions (Allowed) Summary
6. Governing Regulation Citation 
7. Seasonality
8. Violations Reporting Information
9. Update Source Information (phone, websites, etc)
10. Links to official online resources for that MPA (webpage, official regulations, etc)

Image 4: Depiction of MPA Attributes Formatted for Mariners



For Discussion:• Should No Take areas be depicted in Red or only No Entry (noting that No Entry 
areas are already generally charted)?• More generally, should map depictions attempt to convey the level of restriction in 
an area or only the boundaries?• Should polygon fill patterns be used to convey additional, specific activity 
restrictions (no dive, no anchor, no fishing, …)?  ◦ If so, which activities should we specifically encode, and with what icons?• Should we consider encoding areas with metadata that indicate◦ restrictions that only apply to extraction (fishing, mining, …) ?◦ restrictions that also bear on navigation and passage (discharge, speed limits, 

…)?• What S-122 attributes are most likely useful to filter areas based on vessel type or 
activity?  ◦ Do we need to propose additional attributes to improve filtering? • Should NIPWG recommend a minimum set of attributes when defining an MPA to 
ensure the information is useful to the mariner?  • Similarly, should we recommend a minimum set of attributes that should be 
displayed to the mariner when requested?

Conclusions
MPA depiction will require a careful balance to convey important information while 
avoiding chart clutter.  In the case of areas with less than full extraction limits, the ability 
to filter based on vessel type or activity would be very helpful on electronic systems.  

Recommendations
Revise this version of the depiction based on group consensus then share our visualisation 
prototypes with the Charting Committee.

Justification and Impacts
The mariner community understands the importance of accurate MPA depiction.  AnthInst 
has been presenting their MPA mapping work to regional US Fisheries Council Law 
Enforcement Committees and they are all strongly supportive of including MPA information
in all navigational products.  Navionics is piloting the use of the AnthInst dataset in their 
mobile navigation products using similar depictions as those proposed above.  

Having reference designs for depiction should reduce the timeline between S-122 
acceptance and its impact on awareness and compliance with MPAs by boaters at large.  

Action Required of NIPWG
The NIPWG is invited to:

a. Note the paper

b. Discuss the proposed solutions

c. Take actions as appropriate 
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